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Dendritic regulatory BC1 RNA is a non-protein-coding (npc) RNA that operates in the translational control of gene expres-

sion. The absence of BC1 RNA in BC1 knockout (KO) animals causes translational dysregulation that entails neuronal phe-

notypic alterations including prolonged epileptiform discharges, audiogenic seizure activity in vivo, and excessive cortical

oscillations in the g frequency band. Here we asked whether BC1 RNA control is also required for higher brain functions

such as learning, memory, or cognition. To address this question, we used odor/object attentional set shifting tasks in which

prefrontal cortical performance was assessed in a series of discrimination and conflict learning sessions. Results obtained in

these behavioral trials indicate that BC1 KO animals were significantly impaired in their cognitive flexibility. When faced

with conflicting information sources, BC1 KO animals committed regressive errors as they were compromised in their

ability to disengage from recently acquired memories even though recall of such memories was in conflict with new situa-

tional context. The observed cognitive deficits are reminiscent of those previously described in subtypes of human autism

spectrum disorders.

Non-protein-coding (npc) RNAs are increasingly recognized as
key determinants in the molecular regulation of cellular form
and function. In the course of phylogenetic development, npc
content in eukaryotic genomes has steadily increased to reach a
representation of more than 95% in mammals (Taft et al. 2007).
In humans, ,2% of the genomic capacity is dedicated to encode
proteins (Mattick 2004; Taft et al. 2007) whereas a much larger
percentage, �75%, is allocated to encode npc RNA transcripts
(Birney et al. 2007; Amaral et al. 2008; Djebali et al. 2012). It is as-
sumed that many such transcripts are RNAs with regulatory func-
tions, and that the need for RNA control has increased during
evolution as a result of demands imposed by growing organismal
complexities (Taft et al. 2007; Cordaux and Batzer 2009; Brosius
2014). Accordingly, enhanced RNA control has enabled increas-
ing neural system complexities, culminating in mammalian
brains (Cao et al. 2006; Salta and De Strooper 2012; Iacoangeli
and Tiedge 2013).

A reliance on RNA regulation in brain raises an immediate
and elemental question: what are the biological consequences if
neuronal RNA control itself becomes dysregulated? Because ade-
quate brain function is an essential underpinning of an organ-
ism’s ability to interact successfully with its environment, we
surmised that dysregulated RNA control in brain will result in
behavioral inadequacies. To test this hypothesis, we used an ani-
mal model that lacks neuronal regulatory BC1 RNA (Skryabin
et al. 2003; Lewejohann et al. 2004; Zhong et al. 2009; 2010).
BC RNAs are a subtype of small cytoplasmic RNAs (scRNAs) that
are delivered to synapto-dendritic domains in neurons (Tiedge
et al. 1991, 1993; Chicurel et al. 1993; Muslimov et al. 1997,
2006, 2011) and regulate protein synthesis by reversibly repress-
ing translation initiation (Wang et al. 2002, 2005; Lin et al.
2008; Eom et al. 2011, 2014). In the BC1 knockout (KO) mouse,
lack of BC1 RNA control causes increased cortical oscillations in

the g frequency range and neuronal hyperexcitability in the
form of susceptibility to epileptogenesis in vitro and in vivo
(Zhong et al. 2009, 2010; Iacoangeli and Tiedge 2013). These ob-
servations are suggestive of an imbalanced coordination of neural
network excitation and inhibition resulting from translational
dysregulation.

Neural discoordination has been proposed to cause impair-
ments of cognitive control in how information is flexibly used
in the presence of discordant information sources (Phillips and
Silverstein 2003; Uhlhaas and Singer 2006, 2007; Lee et al.
2012). Here we investigate whether lack of BC1 RNA results in cog-
nitive/behavioral impairment. We report that BC1 KO mice ex-
hibit cognitive disability as they are unable to use stored
information in a context-appropriate manner. Our work under-
lines the role of neuronal translational regulation in animal cog-
nition and behavior (Gkogkas et al. 2010; Darnell 2011).

Results

Repetitive behavior: self-grooming
Informal observation of BC1 KO mice in their home cages alerted
us to the possibility that these animals spontaneously engage in
repetitive, excessive self-grooming. Stereotypic activity of this
type has previously been associated with autism-like behavior
(McFarlane et al. 2008; Silverman et al. 2010; Lai et al. 2014).
We therefore conducted a systematic analysis of repetitive self-
grooming of BC1 KO animals.

Following habituation, self-grooming was examined over a
period of 10 min. We found (Fig. 1A) that BC1 KO animals engaged
in significantly (P ¼ 0.03) increased self-grooming activity, in
comparisonwith age- andstrain-matched wild-type (WT)animals.
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The above work was performed with BC1 KO animals of line
13 which were of the same genetic background (mixed C57BL/6J
and 129X1/SvJ) as those used in previous publications (Lewejo-
hann et al. 2004; Zhong et al. 2009, 2010). However, mouse
behavior is known to be impacted by animal strain type (Cola-
cicco et al. 2002; Yoshiki and Moriwaki 2006; Bryant et al. 2008;
Ishimura et al. 2014; Lei et al. 2014). We therefore tested self-
grooming behavior in a second strain of BC1 KO animals, one
that had been backcrossed into the C57BL/6J background (Mate-
rials and Methods). Figure 1B shows that these animals did not
exhibit excessive self-grooming, in comparison with age- and
strain-matched WT animals (P ¼ 0.67).

The above results indicate that (i) lack of regulatory BC1 RNA
in line 13 BC1 KO animals gives rise to repetitive and stereotyped
behavior, and that (ii) the genetic background of C57BL/6J BC1
KO animals attenuates this phenotype. All subsequent experi-
ments were therefore performed with animals of both background
strains in parallel. We will in the following refer to line 13 BC1 KO
animals as KO-13 mice and to C57BL/6J BC1 KO animals as KO-B
mice (B for black). WT-13 and WT-B will be the terms used for the
respective WT counterpart animals.

Cognitive flexibility
g-Frequency rhythms have been linked to prefrontal cortical func-
tionality and cognitive flexibility (Cho et al. 2006, 2015), and dis-
turbances in such rhythms have been implicated in autism
spectrum disorders (ASD) (Uhlhaas and Singer 2012). Since lack
of BC1 RNA results in aberrant g synchrony (Zhong et al. 2009),
the question arises whether cognitive flexibility is impaired in
BC1 KO animals. A modified attentional set shift task (ASST) pro-
tocol (Materials and Methods) was adopted to address this ques-
tion. Cognitive flexibility has been associated with prefrontal
cortical areas, in particular the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC)
(Eichenbaum et al. 1983; McAlonan and Brown 2003; Garner
et al. 2006; Schoenbaum et al. 2009; D’Cruz et al. 2013; Tait
et al. 2014), and the ASST has previously been used to assess pre-
frontal cortical function and cognitive flexibility (Brown and
Bowman 2002; Garner et al. 2006; Tait et al. 2014).

The ASST protocol adopted here features a series of learning
sessions, organized in four sequential phases, to dissect simple dis-
crimination learning, compound discrimination learning, and
conflict learning performance. In each phase, animals had to
develop and apply a context-appropriate response strategy; once
this had been achieved, they were presented with a new scenario
that was in conflict with the previously acquired strategy. In the
initial learning sessions, the reward-relevant dimension (odor) re-
mained constant although reward-predictive stimuli within that
dimension were subject to change (intradimensional shift, IDS;
see Table 1).

Phase 1: simple discrimination learning, compound discrimination learning

1, and conflict learning 1

Three learning sessions were scheduled in Phase 1 of the ASST
protocol: Simple Discrimination Learning, Compound
Discrimination Learning 1, and Conflict Learning 1. For all trials,
each of the two bowls in the testing area displayed three types of
sensory stimuli (three “dimensions”): digging medium, odor of
the digging medium, and texture of the outer surface of the
bowl. A dimension could be reward-relevant or not, a specific
stimulus in a reward-relevant dimension could be reward-
predictive or not, and such a stimulus could change between ses-
sions from being reward-predictive to nonpredictive and vice
versa. For each animal, we recorded the number of incorrect
choices that were made before criterion was reached (errors to cri-
terion, ETC) and the number of trials that were needed to reach
criterion (trials to criterion, TTC) (see Materials and Methods).
Genotype (KO versus WT) and strain (line 13 versus line B) were
examined as predictor variables of animal performance. The
Cox proportional hazards regression model (Jahn-Eimermacher
et al. 2011; see Materials and Methods) was used to analyze the
data obtained.

In the initial session of Phase 1, Simple Discrimination
Learning, KO (KO-13 and KO-B) mice were significantly impaired,
in comparison with WT (WT-13 and WT-B) mice (Fig. 2, left pan-
els: Cox regression analysis, HR ¼ 0.63, 95% CI 0.41–0.96, P ¼
0.03). Line 13 (KO-13 and WT-13) animals performed significantly
better than line B animals (KO-B and WT-B) (HR ¼ 1.96, 95% CI
1.21–3.18, P ¼ 0.007). (This initial simple discrimination session
is sometimes considered an extension of the habituation phase;
Cao et al. 2012) In the subsequent session, Compound Discrimi-
nation Learning 1, no differences were observed between perfor-
mances of KO and WT animals (Fig. 2, center panels: HR ¼ 0.70,
95% CI 0.47–1.06, P ¼ 0.09). Line 13 animal performance was
again significantly better than that of line B animals (HR ¼ 1.52,
95% CI 1.02–2.26, P ¼ 0.04). Thus, in both simple and compound
discrimination learning, KO-13 animals performed significantly
better than KO-B animals and WT-13 animals performed signifi-
cantly better than WT-B animals. The data indicate that animal
strain type impacted performance.

In the following session Conflict Learning 1 (in which cinna-
mon had replaced sage as the reward-predictive stimulus; Table 1),
KO mice were significantly impaired in comparison with WT ani-
mals. KO animals kept digging for rewards in the unbaited sage-
scented bowl even after having been confronted with negative
feedback. As a result, the incorrect-response rate (ETC) of KO
mice was increased in comparison with that of WT mice, and
KO mice needed a higher number of TTC than did WT mice
(Fig. 2, right panels). Cox regression analysis confirmed that the
KO genotype was associated with significantly higher numbers
of ETC and TTC than the WT genotype (HR ¼ 0.40, 95% CI
0.22–0.73, P ¼ 0.003), indicating impairment of KO (KO-13 and
KO-B) animals in conflict learning. A strain effect was again appar-
ent as line 13 animals performed significantly better than line B
animals (HR ¼ 1.91, 95% CI 1.03–3.53, P ¼ 0.04). As before, the
line 13 versus line B performance difference was evident with
both KO and WT animals.

The above data indicate that BC1 KO animals performed sim-
ilarly to WT animals in the Compound Discrimination Learning
session. Thus, learning and memory (i.e., the recall of stored infor-
mation) were not impaired per se at this point. However, BC1 KO
animals performed poorly when subsequently confronted with a
scenario that conflicted with previously acquired memories
(Conflict Learning session). What appears impaired, therefore, is
the situation-appropriate application of stored information, i.e.,
cognitive flexibility in the control of memories.

Figure 1. Self-grooming of BC1 KO animals. (A) KO-13 mice exhibited
elevated self-grooming activity in comparison with WT-13 mice (P ¼
0.03). n ¼ 12 for each group. (B) No significant difference was detected
between self-grooming activities of KO-B and WT-B animals (P ¼ 0.67).
n ¼ 20 for each group.
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Phase 2: compound discrimination learning 2 and conflict learning 2 (IDS)

After completion of Phase 1, mice were presented with a new sce-
nario in which the stimuli in all three dimensions were novel (“all
change scenario”). Odor remained the reward-relevant dimension
but stimuli were switched from the sage–cinnamon pairing to a
cumin–rosemary pairing. Digging medium was changed from
an aspen bedding–moss to a gravel–pellets pairing, and bowl tex-
ture from a plastic wrap–bubble wrap to a wax paper–aluminum
foil pairing (IDS) (see Table 1).

As shown in Figure 3 (left panels), performance in Phase 2
Compound Discrimination Learning sessions did not signifi-
cantly differ between the two genotypes (KO versus WT, HR ¼
0.92, 95% CI 0.61–1.38, P ¼ 0.68) or between the two strains
(line 13 versus line B, HR ¼ 1.04, 95% CI 0.67–1.62, P ¼ 0.86).
In the Compound Discrimination Learning 2 session, animals
from all groups rapidly learned that the new reward-predictive
odor was cumin but not rosemary (and no longer sage).
However, KO animals were impaired in the subsequent Conflict
Learning 2 session (Fig. 3, right panels), in comparison with WT
animals (HR ¼ 0.38, 95% CI 0.21–0.71, P ¼ 0.002). When the
reward-predictive odor was switched from cumin to rosemary,
KO (KO-13 and KO-B) animals continued to behave in a manner
consistent with what they had learned in the previous session,
i.e., that cumin was predicting a reward, but inconsistent with
what they experienced in the current session, i.e., that cumin
was nonpredictive. ETC/TTC did not significantly differ between
line 13 mice and line B mice (HR ¼ 1.50, 95% CI 0.87–2.59, P ¼
0.15),.

In summary, Phase 2 revealed persistent deficits in the ability
of BC1 KO animals to modify their selection strategy in response
to changing contingencies. Both strains of BC1 KO animals
were impaired in their cognitive competence to adjust to a
novel stimulus–reward association, despite the fact that they
were indistinguishable from WT animals in the Compound

Discrimination Learning 2 session just preceding the Conflict
Learning 2 session.

Phase 3: compound discrimination learning 3 and conflict learning 3 (IDS)

We next asked whether cognitive flexibility impairments of
BC1 KO animals could be overcome by extended additional train-
ing. To this end, a further training session (held the following day)
assessed cognitive performance in a third round of Compound
Discrimination Learning and Conflict Learning sessions. In
Compound Discrimination Learning 3, all stimuli were changed
(Table 1). Odor remained the reward-relevant dimension (IDS)
in which oregano (in an oregano–nutmeg pairing) was now
reward-predictive. Medium was switched to a packing peanuts–
shredded paper pairing, texture to a smooth cardboard–cloth
pairing.

As shown in Figure 4 (left panels), KO and WT animals per-
formed comparably in the Compound Discrimination Learning
3 session (HR ¼ 0.74, 95% CI 0.51–1.08, P ¼ 0.12). The two strains
(line 13 and line B) were also not significantly different from each
other in this session (HR ¼ 1.35, 95% CI 0.90–2.02, P ¼ 0.14). For
the subsequent Conflict Learning session (Fig. 4, right panels), a
significant interaction (P ¼ 0.017) was present in the Cox regres-
sion model between the two predictors, genotype and strain.
This interaction indicated that the genotype difference (KO versus
WT) was not uniform in the two lines (13 versus B). Thus, while
KO-13 mice were significantly impaired, in comparison with
WT-13 mice (Fig. 4, right panels, line 13: HR ¼ 0.29, 95% CI
0.11–0.71, P ¼ 0.007), KO-B mice performed similarly to WT-B
mice (Fig. 4, right panels, line B: HR ¼ HR ¼ 1.15, 95% CI 0.58–
2.28, P ¼ 0.69). It appears that extended training improved con-
flict learning performance of KO-B but not of KO-13 animals,
with the latter but not the former continuing to be significantly
impaired.

Table 1. The nine learning sessions of the ASST protocol

Session Phase Day Dimension Stimulus pairing (reward-predictive stimulus∗)

SD Learning 1 1 Odor Sage∗ Cinnamon
Medium Aspen bedding Aspen bedding
Texture Plastic wrap Plastic wrap

CD Learning 1 1 2 Odor Sage∗ Cinnamon
Medium Aspen bedding Moss
Texture Plastic wrap Bubble wrap

Conflict Learning 1 1 2 Odor Sage Cinnamon∗

Medium Aspen bedding Moss
Texture Plastic wrap Bubble wrap

CD Learning 2 (IDS) 2 2 Odor Cumin∗ Rosemary
Medium Gravel Pellets
Texture Wax paper Aluminum foil

Conflict Learning 2 (IDS) 2 2 Odor Cumin Rosemary∗

Medium Gravel Pellets
Texture Wax paper Aluminum foil

CD Learning 3 (IDS) 3 3 Odor Oregano∗ Nutmeg
Medium Packing peanuts Shredded paper
Texture Smooth cardboard Cloth

Conflict Learning 3 (IDS) 3 3 Odor Oregano Nutmeg∗

Medium Packing peanuts Shredded paper
Texture Smooth cardboard Cloth

CD Learning 4 (EDS) 4 3 Odor Thyme Cloves
Medium Perlite∗ Sand
Texture Fine sandpaper Coarse sandpaper

Conflict Learning 4 (EDS) 4 3 Odor Thyme Cloves
Medium Perlite Sand∗

Texture Fine sandpaper Coarse sandpaper

SD, simple discrimination; CD, compound discrimination. Intradimensional shift (IDS) was used in Phases 2 and 3, extradimensional shift (EDS) in Phase 4. In

any given session, a reward-predictive stimulus (indicated by asterisk) was never used in conjunction with the same stimuli of the reward-irrelevant dimensions

in more than two consecutive trials.
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In Conflict Learning session 3 (Fig. 4, right panels), WT-B an-
imal performance was significantly inferior to WT-13 animal per-
formance (HR ¼ 0.45, 95% CI 0.23–0.89, P ¼ 0.02). Therefore, the
apparent improvement of KO-B animals in Phase 3 conflict learn-
ing may at least in part be attributable to the fact that line B ani-
mals, including WT-B animals, display a generally lower level of
cognitive performance than line 13 animals (see Discussion).

Phase 4: extradimensional shift (EDS)

Results from the Phase 3 learning sessions can be interpreted to in-
dicate that performance of KO-B mice had improved while that of
KO-13 mice remained impaired, in comparison with respective
WTanimals. To examine whether performance improved with fur-
ther practice, we performed extradimensional shift sessions. In
these trials (Fig. 5), in which textures of the digging media, rather
than their odors, had become reward-relevant, KO mice performed
similarly to WT mice both in compound discrimination learning
(Fig. 5, left panels: HR ¼ 1.28, CI 0.91–1.81, P ¼ 0.16) and in con-
flict learning (Fig. 5, right panels: HR ¼ 1.06, 95% CI 0.59–1.90,
P ¼ 0.84). Cox regression analysis of ETC and TTC of the two
strains (line 13 versus line B) revealed that in the Compound
Discrimination Learning and in the Conflict Learning sessions,
line 13 animals (both KO and WT) performed significantly better
than the respective line B animals (Fig. 5, left panels, Compound

Discrimination Learning: HR ¼ 2.14,
95% CI 1.39–3.29, P ¼ 0.001; right pan-
els, Conflict Learning: HR ¼ 1.96, 95%
CI 1.06–3.63, P ¼ 0.03).

Learning curve analysis

To examine the ability of KO animals to
overcome conflict learning deficits with
extended practice, we subjected the data
to learning curve analysis (Fig. 6). We
used the Jonckheere–Terpstra test to es-
tablish any statistically significant trend
in the performance of the four animal
groups through the four phases. The me-
dian numberof ETC committed by KO-13
animals decreased significantly across
the four phases of conflict learning (Fig.
6, red triangles, P ¼ 0.03). The same trend
was observed for KO-B animal perfor-
mance as the median number of ETC
committed across the four phases of con-
flict learning decreased significantly (Fig.
6, red squares, P ¼ 0.005). In contrast,
both WT-13 and WT-B animals per-
formed consistently well through the
four phases as no significant improve-
ments were observed (P ¼ 0.08 and P ¼
0.71, respectively). We conclude that KO
animals of both strains had improved
their conflict learning performance by
the time Phase 4 had been completed.
Improved conflict learning performance
as a result of prolonged training, i.e.,
through practice, has been described as
a distinctive feature of prefrontal cortical-
mediated cognitive competence (Dias
et al. 1997; Schoenbaum et al. 2002).

Types of error

Errors made in conflict learning trials are typically classified as per-
severative or regressive (Ragozzino et al. 2002; Ragozzino 2007;
D’Cruz et al. 2013). The former type of error is committed when
an animal repeatedly and consecutively selects the previously re-
warded but now incorrect response before it switches to a new,
correct response. A regressive error, on the other hand, is commit-
ted when an animal, after having chosen a correct response at
least once, regresses back to choosing the previously rewarded
but now incorrect response.

For each of the four animal groups (KO-13, WT-13, KO-B, and
WT-B), we analyzed the types of error committed in Conflict
Learning sessions 1 and 2 combined (Fig. 7A,B). We found that
KO-13 mice did not significantly differ from WT-13 mice in the
number of perseverative errors committed (Fig. 7A, P ¼ 0.87).
However, KO-13 animals made significantly more regressive errors
than WT-13 animals (Fig. 7A, P ¼ 0.02). Similarly, there was no
significant difference in the number of perseverative errors com-
mitted by BC1 KO-B mice versus WT-B mice (Fig. 7B, P ¼ 0.72)
but BC1 KO-B mice committed a significantly higher number of
regressive errors than WT-B mice (Fig. 7B, P ¼ 0.02).

Regressive behavior, as expressed by BC1 KO mice, indicates
that even though a new and context-appropriate strategy has been
acquired and has successfully been applied, animals were unable
to maintain this strategy but rather reverted to the previously

Figure 2. Simple discrimination (SD) Learning, Compound Discrimination (CD) Learning 1, and
Conflict Learning 1 in ASST Phase 1. Numbers of ETC (A) and TTC (B) were recorded. BC1 KO
animals were significantly impaired in Simple Discrimination Learning (left panels), in comparison
with WT animals (HR ¼ 0.63, 95% CI 0.41–0.96, P ¼ 0.03). Line 13 animals performed better than
line B animals (HR ¼ 1.96, 95% CI 1.21–3.18, P ¼ 0.007, not shown). In Compound Discrimination
Learning (center panels), KO and WT animals performed comparably (HR ¼ 0.70, 95% CI 0.47–1.06,
P ¼ 0.09). Again, however, line 13 animals outperformed line B animals (HR ¼ 1.52, 95% CI 1.02–
2.26, P ¼ 0.04, not shown). In the Conflict Learning session (right panels), numbers of ETC and TTC
were significantly higher for KO than for WT mice (HR ¼ 0.40, 95% CI 0.22–0.73, P ¼ 0.003). Line
13 mice performed better than line B mice (HR ¼ 1.91, 95% CI 1.03–3.53, P ¼ 0.04; not shown).
Thus, in Simple Discrimination Learning, in Compound Discrimination Learning, and in Conflict
Learning, KO-13 animals performed significantly better than KO-B animals and WT-13 animals per-
formed significantly better than WT-B animals. n ¼ 8 for each group.
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acquired but now context-inappropriate strategy (Fig. 7C). Similar
regressive behavior, with increased numbers of regressive but not
of perseverative errors, has been observed in ASD patients (D’Cruz
et al. 2013).

Spontaneous alternation
To address the question whether spatial memory or cognition was
impacted in BC1 KO animals, we used the T-maze task to examine
spontaneous alternation (Lalonde 2002). The task relies on the in-
nate spatial curiosity of rodents who, after having visited one of
two maze arms in a first trial, will in a subsequent trial tend to
choose the other, not yet visited arm (Deacon and Rawlins
2006). Performance in this task reflects formation and flexible
use of spatial working memory and is strongly dependent on hip-
pocampal functionality (Rawlins and Olton 1982; Deacon and
Rawlins 2006).

In the sample phase of the task, a WTor KO mouse was placed
in the start arm of the T-shaped maze and was allowed to select
one of the two goal arms. In the subsequent choice phase, the
same animal was again placed in the start arm and allowed to
make a second selection of one of the two goal arms. Entrance
into the previously not visited goal arm was recorded as a sponta-
neous alternation. Results from these experiments (Fig. 8) re-
vealed no significant differences in spontaneous alternations, as

percentage of total number of goal arm choices, between KO-13
and WT-13 animals (P ¼ 0.64) or between KO-B and WT-B animals
(P ¼ 0.75). In addition, no significant differences were apparent
between the spontaneous alternation performance of line 13 ani-
mals and line B animals (P ¼ 0.10).

The data indicate that spatial working memory performance,
in particular also spontaneous spatial alternation, is not impaired
in animals lacking regulatory BC1 RNA. It thus appears, and will
be examined in context in the Discussion, that in the absence of
BC1 RNA, prefrontal cortical associative cognition is compro-
mised whereas hippocampal spatial cognition remains spared.

Discussion

RNA regulation is increasingly recognized as contributing to the
functional management of complex biological systems (Taft
et al. 2007; Mattick 2009; Brosius 2014). RNA control of gene ex-
pression in brain, we posit, provides a mechanism for animals to
appropriately adjust their behavior to changing external contin-
gencies, thus shaping the dynamic interplay between genetic
setup and sensory input that is received from the environment.

Figure 3. Compound Discrimination (CD) Learning 2 and Conflict
Learning 2 (Phase 2, IDS). Numbers of ETC (A) and TTC (B) were recorded.
Following a change of all stimuli (Table 1), KO and WT mice performed
comparably in session Compound Discrimination Learning 2 (left
panels, HR ¼ 0.92, 95% CI 0.61–1.38, P ¼ 0.68). However, KO mice dis-
played significant deficits in session Conflict Learning 2 (right panels,
HR ¼ 0.38, 95% CI 0.21–0.71, P ¼ 0.002) as they committed more
ETC and required more TTC than WT mice. There was no significant dif-
ference between the performance of line 13 animals and line B animals
in Compound Discrimination Learning and in Conflict Learning (HR ¼
1.04, 95% CI 0.67–1.62, P ¼ 0.86 and HR ¼ 1.50, 95% CI 0.87–2.59,
P ¼ 0.15, respectively; not shown). KO-13 and WT-13 groups: n ¼ 10
each; KO-B and WT-B groups: n ¼ 8 each.

Figure 4. Compound Discrimination (CD) Learning 3 and Conflict
Learning 3 (Phase 3, IDS). Numbers of ETC (A) and TTC (B) were recorded.
KO and WT animals performed comparably in the Compound
Discrimination Learning session (left panels, HR ¼ 0.74, 95% CI 0.51–
1.08, P ¼ 0.12). There was also no significant difference between the
two strains in this session (HR ¼ 1.35, 95% CI 0.90–2.02, P ¼ 0.14; not
shown). However, persistently impaired cognitive flexibility of BC1
KO-13 mice was revealed in Conflict Learning session 3 (right panels,
HR ¼ 0.29, 95% CI 0.11–0.71, P ¼ 0.007): more ETC were committed
and more TTC were required by KO-13 mice than by WT-13 mice. KO-B
and WT-B animals performed similarly in the Conflict Learning session
(HR ¼ 1.15, 95% CI 0.58–2.28, P ¼ 0.69). Performance of WT-B mice
was significantly inferior to that of WT-13 mice in the Conflict Learning
session (HR ¼ 0.45, 95% CI 0.23–0.89, P ¼ 0.02; not shown). A signifi-
cant interaction of genotype versus strain (P ¼ 0.017) is noted. n ¼ 8
for each group.
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Here we address the role of regulatory BC1 RNA in the flexible,
context-appropriate adjustability of animal behavior.

Neuronal BC1 RNA, located in synapto-dendritic microdo-
mains, controls protein synthesis in an activity-dependent man-
ner (Eom et al. 2014). In the basal steady-state, BC1 RNA serves
as a translational repressor via interactions with eukaryotic initia-
tion factors (eIFs) 4A and 4B (Wang et al. 2002, 2005; Lin et al.
2008; Eom et al. 2011, 2014). In translation initiation, these two
factors promote recruitment of 40S small ribosomal subunits to
mRNAs with complex 5′ untranslated regions (Dmitriev et al.
2003; Pestova et al. 2007; Shahbazian et al. 2010) which, in neu-
rons, are prominently represented among dendritic mRNAs (A.
Iacoangeli and H. Tiedge, unpubl.). Under basal conditions,
such recruitment is inhibited by binding of BC1 RNA to eIFs 4A
and 4B, resulting in factor inactivation (Eom et al. 2011, 2014).
Upon neuronal stimulation and receptor activation, BC1 RNA
control switches from repressive to permissive: rapid dephosphor-
ylation of eIF4B at serine 406 causes dissociation of BC1 RNA–fac-
tor complexes which, as a consequence of factor release, enables
40S subunit recruitment and translation initiation (Eom et al.
2011, 2014).

Lack of BC1 RNA in the BC1 KO animal model results in in-
creased synthesis of select synaptic proteins and in a number of
phenotypic manifestations that suggest a role of the RNA in the
maintenance of synaptic excitation–repression balances (Zhong
et al. 2009, 2010; Iacoangeli and Tiedge 2013). Such manifesta-

tions include (i) neuronal hyperexcitability, as evidenced by a
propensity for prolonged, epileptiform discharges in CA3 hippo-
campal pyramidal cells, (ii) susceptibility to sound-induced (au-
diogenic) seizures in vivo, and (iii) excessive cortical oscillations
in the g frequency range. Synchronized g-band oscillations have
been described as underlying cortical mechanisms of cognition
and perception, and aberrant g synchrony has been associated
with cognitive deficits (Uhlhaas and Singer 2006, 2012; Fries
2009). Specifically, g oscillations have been linked to prefrontal
cortical network functionality and cognitive flexibility (Cho
et al. 2006, 2015), and impaired g synchrony and reduced cogni-
tive flexibility may contribute to ASD phenotypes (Uhlhaas and
Singer 2012; D’Cruz et al. 2013). These considerations, together
with the observation that BC1 KO animals engage in excessive re-
petitive behavior, spurred our interest in the question whether
lack of BC1 RNA control would find expression in impaired cogni-
tive abilities.

We adopted the ASST protocol (Tait et al. 2014) for an assess-
ment of animal cognition in the absence of BC1 RNA. Positive re-
inforcement (a food reward) was used to evaluate simple
discrimination learning, compound discrimination learning,
and conflict learning. Each of the four learning phases concluded
with a conflict learning session in which a newly changed reward
contingency was in conflict with information that the animal had
previously acquired. The most salient data resulting from this se-
ries of behavioral tests show that both strains of BC1 KO animals
were significantly impaired in conflict learning, in comparison
with their WT counterparts. BC1 KO animals exhibited cognitive
inflexibility as they continued to operate in the framework of the
previously acquired information although recall of this memory
was now in conflict with the novel situation. Since such inflexibil-
ity of BC1 KO animals was directly preceded and followed by ad-
equate, WT-like performance in Compound Discrimination
Learning sessions, we conclude that the ASST-diagnosed impair-
ments are indicative of deficits in the cognitive control of memo-
ry, i.e., its judicious, situation-responsive application.

Cognitive flexibility is an essential underpinning of adaptive
decision-making, and a number of brain regions, in particular pre-
frontal cortical regions, have been implicated in its maintenance.
For instance, damage to the OFC has been reported to result in im-
paired conflict learning performance (Eichenbaum et al. 1983;
Ragozzino 2007; Schoenbaum et al. 2009; Gruber et al. 2010;
Tait et al. 2014). The OFC has been proposed to signal outcome ex-
pectancies on the basis of previous experience, and it is possible
that interactions between the OFC and other brain regions, such

Figure 5. Compound Discrimination (CD) Learning 4 and Conflict
Learning 4 (Phase 4, EDS). Numbers of ETC (A) and TTC (B) were record-
ed. KO mice performed comparably to WT mice in EDS Compound
Discrimination Learning and Conflict Learning sessions (left panels HR ¼
1.28, CI 0.91–1.81, P ¼ 0.16; right panels HR ¼ 1.06, 95% CI 0.59–
1.90, P ¼ 0.84). Line 13 mice performed significantly better than line B
mice in both Compound Discrimination Learning and Conflict Learning
sessions (HR ¼ 2.14, 95% CI 1.39–3.29, P ¼ 0.001 and HR ¼ 1.96,
95% CI 1.06–3.63, P ¼ 0.03, respectively; not shown). n ¼ 7 for each
group.

Figure 6. Conflict learning curve analysis of the median ETC (including
interquartile ranges, IQR) for the four animal groups. Conflict learning
performance of both KO-13 animals and KO-B animals improved signifi-
cantly across the four phases (P ¼ 0.03 and P ¼ 0.005, respectively)
whereas no such improvement was apparent for the performance of
WT-13 or WT-B animals (P ¼ 0.08 and P ¼ 0.71, respectively).
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as the ventral tegmental area (VTA), serve to negotiate resolution
of conflicts between such expectancies and actual outcomes
(Schoenbaum et al. 2009). Since BC1 RNA is expressed at high lev-
els in prefrontal cortical regions and in the VTA of WT animals
(Tiedge et al. 1991; Lin et al. 2001), lack of BC1 RNA repression
may result in translational dysregulation in the OFC–VTA circuit-
ry. One might therefore expect representation of outcome expec-
tancies to dominate the resolution negotiations, with the result
that in the case of changed contingencies, animal behavior will
continue to be informed by such expectancies rather than by ac-
tual outcomes.

In mice, behavior has been shown to be impacted by the
background strain type (Colacicco et al. 2002; Yoshiki and
Moriwaki 2006; Bryant et al. 2008; Darnell 2014; Ishimura et al.
2014; Lei et al. 2014). We therefore considered it essential that
all behavioral analyses be conducted with two BC1 KO animal
strains with different genetic backgrounds. Thus, four groups of
animals were used in this work: KO-13 and KO-B, as well as their
WT counterparts WT-13 and WT-B. Similarities as well as differ-
ences were noted concerning the performance of line 13 and
line B animals. Both lines of BC1 KO animals were indistinguish-
able from WT animals in compound discrimination learning.
Both lines of BC1 KO animals were significantly impaired in con-
flict learning, in comparison with WT animals, although perfor-
mance improved with practice. Notably, however, line B animal
performance was inferior to that of line 13 animals in most learn-
ing sessions, a statement that applies to both KO and WT mice of
each strain. It thus appears that line B animals operate against a
background of generally lower cognitive ability, in comparison
with line 13 animals.

C57BL/6J mice (referred to as line B animals in this work)
have been reported to be translationally dysregulated (Darnell
2014; Ishimura et al. 2014). As the underlying defect is a mutation
in a brain-specific tRNA gene, it appeared plausible that pheno-
typic manifestations would include cognitive-behavioral impair-

ments. This was in fact observed in our current work. We
conclude that the use of C57BL/6J animals may introduce a con-
found in the analysis of translation-dependent brain function.
Interactions between the C57BL/6J tRNA mutation and absence
of BC1 RNA in the KO model may be complex and may involve el-
ements of phenotypic exacerbation as well as occlusion. Our find-
ings thus add to earlier concerns (Darnell 2014) regarding the
“wild-type” RNA biology of this mouse strain.

The T-maze spatial task, in contrast to the ASST, did not re-
veal any significant performance differences between KO and
WT animals of either strain. KO and WT animals alternated equal-
ly between the two goal arms as both tended to prefer the arm not
visited in the previous trial. Thus, spontaneous spatial alternation
appears intact in the absence of BC1 RNA. As such alternation is
quite sensitive to dysfunction of the hippocampus (Deacon and
Rawlins 2006), it is relevant to note that BC1 RNA is heteroge-
neously expressed in WT rodent brain (Tiedge et al. 1991; Lin
et al. 2001). Expression levels in prefrontal cortical regions are
among the highest in rodent brains (Tiedge et al. 1991; Lin et al.
2001), and one would therefore expect BC1 RNA translational reg-
ulation to play a significant role in prefrontal cortical-mediated
cognition, as reported here. On the other hand, BC1 RNA expres-
sion levels in hippocampus are moderate to low, in particular in
CA1 which has been implicated in spatial memory mechanisms
(Tsien et al. 1996). Lack of BC1 RNA would therefore be predicted
to precipitate milder, if any, deficits in hippocampus-mediated
spatial behavioral performance. This is indeed the case as our
work using the T-maze task and previous work using a series of
spatial memory tasks (Lewejohann et al. 2004) revealed no impair-
ment in hippocampal memory or cognition in the absence of BC1
RNA. Similarly, only minor spatial learning impairments were ob-
served in the active place avoidance task, a behavioral paradigm
that is exquisitely sensitive to even mild hippocampal dysfunc-
tion (Zhong et al. 2010). The combined evidence suggests that
brain areas differ in their requirement for BC1 RNA control, a re-
quirement that gives rise to differential cognitive impairments
in the absence of the RNA.

Errors committed by BC1 KO animals in conflict learning ses-
sions were predominantly of the regressive type. An animal
would, after making at least one correct selection, regress back
to making incorrect choices. Adaptive decision-making thus con-
tinued to be informed by outdated but dominant outcome expec-
tancies (Fig. 9). Regression-type cognitive impairment and
reduced behavioral flexibility have also been observed in a subset
of ASD patients (Ozonoff et al. 1994, 2004; D’Cruz et al. 2013), and
ASD-like phenotypes have been attributed to aberrant translation-
al control in model animal neurons (Gkogkas et al. 2013; Santini

Figure 7. Types of error. Errors made to reach criterion were analyzed
for Conflict Learning sessions 1 and 2 combined. (A) In comparison
with WT-13 animals, KO-13 mice committed a similar number of persev-
erative errors (P ¼ 0.87) but a significantly higher number of regressive
errors to reach criterion (P ¼ 0.02). (B) The number of perseverative
errors was not significantly different between KO-B mice and WT-B mice
(P ¼ 0.72). The number of regressive errors made by KO-B mice was sig-
nificantly higher than the number of those made by WT-B mice (P ¼
0.02). n ¼ 18 for WT-13 and KO-13, n ¼ 16 for WT-B and KO-B. (C)
The diagram illustrates the typical choice pattern and the types of error
observed in BC1 KO and WT mice. (P) perseverative error, (R) regressive
error, (C) correct choice.

Figure 8. Spontaneous alternation in the T-maze. Alternation percent-
ages were scored for line 13 (A) and line B (B) animals. No significant dif-
ferences were observed between KO and WT animals of line 13 (P ¼ 0.64)
or line B (P ¼ 0.75). There was also no significant difference between the
performance of line 13 and line B animals (P ¼ 0.10). n ¼ 8 for each
group.
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et al. 2013; Aguilar-Valles et al. 2015). In addition, regulatory non-
protein-coding RNAs have been associated with ASD. Regulatory
RNAs were found expressed from ASD-related genomic regions
(Velmeshev et al. 2013), and other such RNAs appear aberrantly
expressed in ASD brains (Ziats and Rennert 2013). Our present
work supports the thesis that RNA control of neuronal translation
is a mechanistic underpinning of higher brain function that, if
impaired, can result in cognitive deficits (Gkogkas et al. 2010;
Darnell 2011).

Materials and Methods

Animals
Two lines of BC1 KO animals were used in this work: (i) BC12/2

line 13 animals of mixed C57BL/6J and 129X1/SvJ background
(Skryabin et al. 2003), in the following called BC1 KO-13 mice,
and (ii) BC12/2 animals backcrossed into the C57BL/6J strain
(.15 generations), in the following called BC1 KO-B mice.
Corresponding wild-type (WT) animals were of respective identi-
cal background and are referred to as WT-13 and WT-B mice.
Animals were bred in house. 8–12-wk-old male mice were used

for behavioral assays. Animals were euthanized following comple-
tion of behavioral experiments.

Work with vertebrate animals was carried out in accordance
with the Public Health Service Policy on Humane Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals and was approved by the SUNY Downstate
Medical Center (DMC) Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee.

Self-grooming assay
The two lines of BC1 KO mice and the respective lines of WT mice
were scored for self-grooming behavioral as described (McFarlane
et al. 2008). In brief, a mouse was placed in a clean empty box
without bedding for 10 min of habituation time. The investigator,
positioned 2 m from the test box, would then stopwatch-score,
over a period of 10 min, the cumulative time a mouse would spend
spontaneously self-grooming.

Attentional set shift task (ASST)
The protocol was adopted from previous work (Colacicco et al.
2002; Garner et al. 2006; Scheggia et al. 2014; Tait et al. 2014) as
follows.

Animals were trained in a plexiglass apparatus (shown in Fig.
10A), custom-built at SUNY DMC. Inside the apparatus, a cross-
wise moveable divider gate separated the holding area (Starting
Compartment) from the testing area. The testing area contained
an immovable central divider that split the area lengthwise into
two compartments. A removable plexiglass lid was used to prevent
animals from escaping while undergoing trials.

Mice were restricted to 3 g of mashed food per day, beginning
1 wk before initiation of the behavioral routines until they
reached 90% of their ad libitum body weight, and continued on
this restricted diet for the remainder of the testing period.

For habituation, an animal was given free access to the entire
apparatus for 1 h. Afterward, in three shaping sessions on the
same day, the animal was trained to retrieve a food reward (a one-
fourth piece of honey-nut Cheerio-type cereal) from clay pots
used as baiting bowls, one placed on either side of the central
divider. Bowls were baited out of sight of animals to be tested.
In the first shaping session, two bowls free of scent, digging medi-
um, or excess texture, were baited and placed inside the testing
area. The session was initiated with the mouse being placed inside
the holding area and the gate being raised temporarily, allowing
the animals entry into the testing area to retrieve bait from the
bowls. After retrieval, the animal was moved back to the holding
area and allowed to consume the reward. This step was repeated
twice.

In a second shaping session, the bowls were filled with shred-
ded tissue as a digging medium. The rewards were placed on top of
the medium in each bowl. The mouse would retrieve rewards in
three consecutive trials, after which the procedure concluded as
described above. In the third shaping session, the bowls were filled
with digging medium in which the rewards were buried. In three
consecutive trials, the animal would retrieve the rewards by dig-
ging into the medium. In the subsequent training sessions, the
mice were presented with up to three classes of discriminanda
(henceforth referred to as “dimensions”): the textures of the
bowl’s outer surfaces, the digging media, and distinctive odors
that marked the digging media.

Simple Discrimination (SD) Learning, Compound Discrimi-
nation (CD) Learning, and Conflict Learning sessions were per-
formed in four phases over a 3-d period. The initial Simple
Discrimination Learning session was performed on the same day
as the habituation training (and is sometimes considered part of
habituation training; Cao et al. 2012). In this session, the animal
established that a specific trial dimension—e.g., odor—was the
relevant discriminandum. We verified that the KO animals did
not express inborn preferences for any of the odors that were
used as stimuli in the trials. We monitored, for each KO animal
tested, the choices made when initially presented with two novel
odor options. We did not record any bias or preference for a partic-
ular odor. For example, in the Phase 1 Simple Discrimination

Figure 9. Impaired cognitive flexibility in the absence of regulatory BC1
RNA. An attentional set shifting task (ASST) paradigm was used to ascer-
tain memory and cognition in WT and KO animals. (A) WT and KO animals
performed equally well in Compound Discrimination Learning sessions as
both were able to acquire and successfully apply an odor-based reward re-
trieval strategy. The animals had learned that sage odor was associated
with a reward whereas cinnamon was not. (B) In Conflict Learning ses-
sions, animals were confronted with a novel situation. The odor–reward
coupling was switched as cinnamon rather than sage had now become
reward-associated. The novel scenario was thus in conflict with what the
animals had learned before. WT animals quickly adjusted with a revised
response strategy. In contrast, KO animals continued to apply the previ-
ously acquired strategy, i.e., trying to find a reward in the sage-scented
bowl. Even after having found, by “chance,” a reward in the cinnamon-
scented bowl (and having consumed it), a KO animal would regress
back to the old but now inappropriate response strategy, expecting to
find a reward in the sage-scented bowl. It thus appears that in the
absence of BC1 RNA, animals rely on outdated but dominant outcome ex-
pectancies even after having experienced conflicting actual outcomes.
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session, we observed no significant difference in the initial dig-
ging choices, i.e., sage-scented bowl versus cinnamon-scented
bowl (P ¼ 0.11; not illustrated). Biased odor preferences were
also not observed when animals were exposed to novel odor pair-
ings in subsequent sessions, and we did not record any significant
differences in the initial digging choices between KO and WT an-
imals for the odors listed in Table 1. Moreover, the fact that KO an-
imal performance was not significantly different from WT animal
performance in all four Compound Discrimination sessions indi-
cates that olfaction was not impaired in KO animals.

All bowls were scented with crushed bait to mask the smell of
the hidden bait. The bowl with the reward-predictive scent was
baited with the food reward, hidden in the digging medium,
and the bowl with the nonpredictive scent was left unbaited.
We performed additional experiments to address the formal pos-
sibility that animals might still be able to detect the scent of the
bait in the digging bowl. To this end, we modified the Phase 1
Simple Discrimination session to a catch-trial format in which
the reward was not hidden in the bowl with the reward-predictive
scent, but was dropped into that bowl after the animal had made
the correct choice by digging in it. We did not observe any signifi-
cant differences between catch-trial SD learning performance and
standard SD learning performance for WTor KO animals (P ¼ 0.61
and P ¼ 0.89, respectively; not illustrated). On the basis of these
results, we removed from consideration the possibility that an an-

imal’s bowl selection was affected by an
ability to detect the bait by scent.

In Compound Discrimination
Learning trials, performed on the follow-
ing 2 d, the two bowls were associated
with two additional but reward-irrele-
vant dimensions (digging medium and
bowl texture) that served as distractors
(Jazbec et al. 2007). In Conflict Learning
trials, a stimulus in a reward-relevant di-
mension (e.g., odor) was switched from
reward-predictive to nonpredictive and
vice versa.

Nine learning sessions were per-
formed in four phases over 3 d. The
dimensions and stimuli that were ap-
plied in each of these sessions are listed
in Table 1. In Phases 2 and 3, animals
were subjected to changes in reward-
predictive and nonpredictive stimuli,
but the reward-relevant dimension
remained odor throughout (intradi-
mensional shift, IDS). In Phase 4, the re-
ward-relevant dimension was changed
from odor to digging medium (extradi-
mensional shift, EDS). At this stage, ani-
mals had to learn to discriminate on the
basis of a reward-predictive stimulus in
the new dimension and at the same
time had to learn to disregard previous
stimulus–reward couplings. Respective
pairings of odors, media, and textures
were maintained across groups of ani-
mals (Ng et al. 2007). To counterbalance
valence of stimuli across animals, the
reward-predictive stimulus of a relevant
dimension was never paired with the
same stimuli of the irrelevant dimen-
sions in more than two consecutive tri-
als. Such randomization across animals
was applied in each of the nine sessions.

Placement of the two bowls was ran-
domized and predetermined so animals
could not use right–left cues to deter-
mine baited-bowl positioning. Bowls
were simultaneously placed into position
in the testing apparatus. For the first four
trials of each session, the mouse was al-

lowed to dig in both bowls to discover and consume the bait,
but an error was recorded if an incorrect choice was made. The
subsequent trials proceeded as follows. If the mouse made a cor-
rect choice, it was returned to the holding area and allowed to
consume the bait. If it made an incorrect choice, the trial was ter-
minated by removing the mouse and returning it to the holding
area, i.e., not allowing it to search any further for bait. To success-
fully complete a learning session (i.e., to reach criterion), a mouse
had to make at least eight correct choices in 10 consecutive trials.
For each session, the investigator recorded the number of incor-
rect choices (errors to criterion, ETC) and the number of trials
needed to complete the session (trials to criterion, TTC).
Animals that did not reach criterion were excluded from analysis.
If a mouse failed to dig within a 5-min period, the trial was termi-
nated and the mouse returned to the holding area (and the failure
recorded as an error). In case of three consecutive failures, the an-
imal would be removed from the apparatus and returned to its
home cage to resume testing the next day. After each trial, the ap-
paratus was wiped clean with 2% NH4Cl to remove odors.

Results from Phase 1 and Phase 2 Conflict Learning sessions
were analyzed for the types of error committed (Baker et al. 2011;
Amodeo et al. 2012). Errors were classified as perseverative if in its
selection strategy, an animal would stick to a choice that was cor-
rect in the preceding session but had become incorrect in the cur-
rent Conflict Learning session. Conversely, if an animal made at

Figure 10. The two apparatuses used for behavioral tasks. (A) The apparatus used for the ASST par-
adigm is also known as the U-maze (Garner et al. 2006). (B) A T-maze was used to examine nonre-
warded, spontaneous spatial alternation (Deacon and Rawlins 2006).
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least one correct choice in a Conflict Learning session, any subse-
quent errors would be classified as regressive. In this case, the an-
imal had applied the correct conflict learning strategy at least once
but subsequently regressed to the previously correct but now inap-
propriate selection strategy.

Spontaneous alternation
T-maze experiments were performed as described (Deacon and
Rawlins 2006). A T-shaped gray plastic maze (obtained from
Maze Engineers) featured three arms, one start arm and two goal
arms, as shown in Figure 10B. A central partition extended 7 cm
into the start arm to prevent an animal, after entering the chosen
goal arm, from sampling the opposite arm. The three arms were
equipped with upward-sliding gates (also known as guillotine
doors; Deacon and Rawlins 2006). Once an animal had chosen
and entered a goal arm, the gate of that arm was lowered and
the animal allowed to remain in place for 30 sec. The animal
was then retrieved and repositioned in the start arm. After the cen-
tral partition was removed and all gates were opened, the animal
was allowed to make a second choice, and spontaneous alterna-
tion was recorded and scored as percentage of total goal arm en-
trances. We performed 10 trials per animal, with an inter-trial
interval of 20 min (Deacon et al. 2003).

Statistical analysis
SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc.) was used for statistical analy-
ses. We used the Cox proportional hazards regression model to
analyze behavioral data (Jahn-Eimermacher et al. 2011). Two pre-
dictor variables, genotype (BC1 KO versus WT) and strain (line 13
versus line B), along with their interaction, were used in compar-
ing the number of ETC and TTC. ETC and TTC data were exam-
ined stratified for the type of learning session. The robust
variance estimator (Lin and Wei 1989) was used to account for
the correlated observations (ETC and TTC values) for each animal.
Performance rates were compared between groups by examining
their hazard ratio (HR). An HR , 1 indicates a poorer performance
of the first group as more errors were committed and more trials
are needed to reach criterion, in comparison with the second
group. An HR . 1 indicates better performance in the first group,
relative to the second, and an HR ¼ 1 indicates no performance
difference between the groups. We preferred the Cox proportional
hazards regression model over analysis of variance (ANOVA)
because of the skewed distribution of the outcomes and the ad-
vantages of the former approach compared to the latter, as de-
scribed elsewhere (Jahn-Eimermacher et al. 2011).

For learning curve analysis, we used the Jonckheere–Terpstra
test for trend to examine whether the number of errors changed
across phases for each group. The Mann–Whitney test was used
to analyze self-grooming behavior in KO and WT genotypes.
The Mann–Whitney test was also used to compare distributions
of perseverative and regressive errors between KO and WT geno-
types for lines 13 and B. Finally, the Mann–Whitney test was
used to analyze spatial performance of KO versus WT animals in
the T-maze task. Prism (GraphPad Software) was used to generate
graphs. Data in the figures represent mean+ standard error of the
mean. Levels of significance are indicated in the figures as follows:
(∗) P , 0.05, (∗∗) P , 0.01, (∗∗∗) P , 0.001.
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